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Introduction
Computer vision is an exciting field; every day at least a dozen of scientific papers with new
algorithms and techniques is produced by very talented engineers. But the path from
published research to production usage is steep. Sometimes, it takes years to make a
business out of it. What if there were a company with the software and the talent to speed
up that process? Well, stop looking, we are that company.
If you or your business need to run a computer vision pipeline in production and you can’t
afford to wait the years to have it running, we can help you be up and running in weeks
instead of months. This service guide explains how our field-tested, turn-key solution,
readies your shop to open.
WHAT OUR CUSTOMER GETS

•

Faster time to market

•

Observability

•

Flexible pricing and subletting

•

Specialized task coordination for computer vision workflows

•

Guaranteed reliable runs even on preemptible and spot instances

•

Cloud independence
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Example use case
Denoised Ltd, an hypothetical company that specializes in photo-retouching software,
wants to bring to market a suite of algorithms to be accessed from their software and their
customers on-demand. Denoised’s customers need to process large batches of high
resolution photos at very short notice. The algorithms themselves are compute-intensive
and need to be able to remove a large set of artifacts from their input and control quality.
See Drawing 1 for an outline of the pipeline steps. Note that:
•

The pipeline contains a combination of deep-learning operations that may require GPU,
and normal operations that do not.

•

Processing a single image benefits from running multiple operations in parallel.

•

Denoised customers can submit large images, which may max GPU memory for the
operations that require it.

•

Denoised Ltd wants to invoice their customers per operation.

TERMINOLOGY

•

Denoised: Hypothetical company that wants to bring a new computer vision pipeline to
market.

•

Tilemore: Our service offering. It includes our task harness software, on-boarding, and
customer care.

Drawing 1: Example
Denoised pipeline:
given an input image,
it needs to apply
several opera�ons in
parallel, run quality
control algorithms,
and then resize and
crop the results.
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Re-encode

Output image

The solution
With Tilemore, Denoised Ltd can move their algorithms directly to production in a few
weeks. They get an HTTP REST API and two SDKs for accessing their algorithms, one in
NodeJS and another in Python.
USING CURL

Tilemore’s REST API is built around the motto “Don’t let Murphy play with your business,”
in reference to Murphy’s law. In other words, our API provides safeguards and hand-rails
that ensure an operation is processed (and pay for) only once, even if it needs to be
submitted more than once because a system is distributed or because there is an Internet
failure. These handrails come in the form of idempotency, let’s see how that works in
practice.
Here is how Denoised’s direct use of the API would like, using curl:
curl -X POST 'https://<chosen-domain>/<chosen-meta-parts>/submitted/<input-imagehash>/' \
--H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--H 'Authorization: Token ... Domain ...' \
--data-raw '{
...
"adjustments": {
"master": {
"algorithm": "denoised-multiformat",
... algorithm parameters ...
},
"shifter": {
... crop parameters ...
},
"encoder": {
... encoding parameters ...
}
}'

In other words, a pipeline run for a given image starts with a conventional HTTP request
containing JSON. The JSON object consists of an envelope with run metadata and an
adjustments object that specifies the operations to be executed, together with their
parameters. Whenever binary data needs to be submitted, one can use instead an HTTP
multi-part request with JSON in the first part and binary inputs in subsequent parts.
We call a run of the pipeline for a given input a task thread, and identify all the tasks
belonging to said input by their task thread identifier. Tilemore assigns this identifier as soon
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as a pipeline run is scheduled. However, API requests are idempotent on their parameters,
so it is possible to call the same operation specifying the same parameters and inputs
multiple times, trusting that the actual tasks will be executed only the first time. If the
pipeline is still running when other calls come, a processing status will be returned. If the
pipeline’s tasks have finished, a link to the results will be returned.
Because of idempotency, one can do an HTTP POST with or without the actual binary data
(image) which will be processed. Requests without the binary data are of course smaller,
and Tilemore will answer them with the status of the task thread. If it is the first time this
particular operation is seen, a status needs file will be returned to ask the submitter to repeat
the request with binary data in a separate part.
THE SDKS

Best thing, Denoised doesn’t need to care about idempotency or HTTP requests at all if they
use one of our SDKs. For example, from a NodeJS program, they can just start an operation
with code like the one below:
...
let tilemore = new Tilemore(
{
'api_endpoint': DENOISED_API_ENDPOINT,
'api_token': ...,
'domain': ...,
// SDK supports an optional debug mode
// 'debug_mode': true
});
let result_promise = tilemore.submit(
"./my-input-file.jpg", // Input file
"jpeg", // Output format
{
"master": {
"algorithm": "denoised-multiformat",
... algorithm parameters ...
},
"shifter": {
... crop parameters ...
},
"encoder": {
... encoding parameters...
}
});
result_promise.then((result) => {
let w = fs.createWriteStream("./my_output_file.jpeg");
result.pipe(w);
});

HARDENED SERVICE: AUTO-SCALING AND EXTENSIVE MONITORING

Denoised’s services need to be available 24x7, and their workloads can be highly irregular:
from a few per day to a few thousand per second. Therefore, features like auto-scaling,
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Drawing 2: Kibana dashboard: to display details of tasks
which are par�cularly relevant to Denoised’s pipeline.
Tilemore’s team leverage Kibana’s customiza�on op�ons for
most monitoring needs.
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Drawing 3: Grafana dashboards: to display �ming details
which are relevant to Denoised’s pipeline SLA, Tilemore’s
team leverages �me metrics
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monitoring and queuing need to be available to them. Tilemore already comes with those
facilities.
AUTO-SCALING

Tilemore auto-scales the following:
•

Number of nodes processing HTTP traffic for the rest API

•

Number of nodes actually taking work from the queues

Tilemore supports running in heterogeneous hardware, so that for example HTTP workers
can run in general computing resources, while some or all particular computing tasks can
run in specialized hardware. For Denoised, that means they can run some tasks in
computers attached to GPUs, while other tasks run in generic hardware.
SLA AND MONITORING

The continuous availability of their service to Denoised’s consumers is important. Tilemore
helps by putting safeguards in place that guarantee that all tasks of a pipeline run as
planned. This is important when unexpected circumstances like hardware failure or sudden
unavailability of a cloud instance interrupt normal processing.
In addition, all parts of the infrastructure are monitored:
•

Tasks duration are reported.

•

Time a task definition spends in a queue.

•

Number of nodes processing task. These are usually in an auto-scaling group.

•

Time-distribution of access to support services like external object store.

•

Stack traces in tasks are indexed in Elastic Search

•

Custom metrics and parameters specifically relevant to Denoised. For example, the
best-performing denoiser among all the denoisers in Denoised’s suite.

BILLING AND SUBLETTING

Denoised gets access to an API that they and their customers can use to manage credits. This
API is designed around high usage scenarios, so that there is detailed data for recent days
but only abbreviated data for older points in time. Thus, there is an endpoint for each of
the following:
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•

•

Query abbreviated billing history for
the latest 31 days. This is basically
information about API usage
correlated with price, it shows
credits at the start of each day, and
credits consumed during that day.
Credits are handled as high precision
decimal numbers, so that small
fractional costs can be accounted for.

{'date': '2021-01-02',
'amount_when_day_started':
'6.19585896661010000000',
'transaction_total':
'0.00061677849800000000', 'traced_total':
'2.50917451091480000000',
'ordered_total':
'0.00000000000000000000',
'applied_commitment_bonus':
'0.00000000000000000000'}

Illustra�on: JSON fragment of Abbreviated billing history. It
includes amount of credits at a day’s start and their
consump�on during the day as high precision decimals.

Query detailed billing history. It
shows each operation, and its cost.
Only available for the latest two days
(today and yesterday).

Denoised can use this API directly, but also their customers. In addition to that, we support
subletting via an API that allows Denoised to process payments from their customers, and
increase the corresponding credit in their sub-systems.

Specialized support
Last but not least, the specialized support we offer to Denoised allows them to focus in
improving their algorithms without having to care about deployment and infrastructure.
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